TM

FAQ

What do I do if my friend and I just can’t balance the Power
Points for our armies?

No worries. The player with the army with more Power Points can simply
add bandages to any of their soldiers equal to the difference between the
two armies’ total Power Points. So for example, if your army has a total
of 20 PP and your opponent has a total of 17 PP then you would put three
total bandages on any of your soldiers. The bandages don’t have to be on
the same soldier, you could put one bandage on three different soldiers
or any other combination of the bandages you need to place.

Can I mix Green Army and Blue Battalion soldiers to form my
army?

Yes. When having mixed colored armies, one player decides to be the
starred army, using the star stickers from the sticker sheet to mark their
soldiers. It’s nice seeing frenemies work together.

What happens if I flick the March Slider off the table?

That’s a miss and counts as an action. Don’t march off the cliff. Nine out
of 10 doctors recommend not falling long distances for health reasons.

What happens if I flick the Attack Slider off the table?

That’s a miss and counts as an action. Don’t worry too much about the
attack that flies off the table. Your cat has nine lives; he’s got some to
spare.

What happens if I
accidentally hit one of
my own soldiers with
the Attack Slider?
An attack is an attack
no matter who does the
attacking. Your soldier takes the same
amount of hits as if
you would have hit an
opponent’s soldier. So be
careful of friendly fire.
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Can I move my troops back toward my prized
possession?

Yes. It’s always nice to visit home from time to time.

Can I attack a soldier behind me?

Yes. Shooting someone in the back is often frowned
upon, but it’s no problem in the Battle Game.

What do you do if you knock over an obstacle?

Just place it back to where it was. You take one
penalty hit if you marched into it. If you hit it with the
Attack Slider, nothing happens, but you should wonder
why you’re picking on the poor obstacle.

What happens if I run out of
bandages?

You can either print more
bandages at
AwesomeLittleGreenMen.com using
sticker paper, or you can use small pieces of masking tape instead. The
bandages do stick back onto the sticker sheet so you can reuse them.
Reusing bandages is kind of gross, we know.

How can I make battles more epic?

If you’re having too much fun and want battles to last longer, there are
several variants to the rules or suggestions you can try.
• Reduce the amount of actions per turn to either 3 or 2.
• Use smaller sized prized possessions as your goals.
• Place the prized possession on the edge of the table so your opponent
cannot go behind it.
• Battle on a longer table or even across a room with hardwood floors or
smooth tiles.
• Add more household items as obstacles.
• Build out armies with more soldiers.
• Play Total Elimination Mode where the goal is to capture all of your
opponents soldiers before capturing their prized possession.

Can I use more than one copy of the same soldier on my army?
Yes. Mad scientists have been cloning Awesome Little Green Men for
weeks. We’re totally sure it’s safe.
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